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THE STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

OF THE NAVERVATN-STORGLOMVATN AREA, 

GLOMFJORD, NORTHERN NORWAY 

By 

R. NICHOLSON1 and B. J. W ALTON2 

A b s t r a c t .  The Navervatn-Storglomvatn area lies at the junction of three 

metasedimentary groups. The middle of these three, the Sokumfjell Marble 

Group, forms a southward closing fold between the other two, the Meloy and 

Vegdal Groups. The Meloy Group, a varied series of metasediments, encloses 

large areas of layered and foliated granitic gneiss, the so-called granites of this 

region of Nordland. The gneiss margins and foliation are parallel to the bedding 

of the adjacent metasediments. Close to the gneisses the metasediments are 

dominantly psammites, which are thinly layered in the Glomfjord region and 

around Melfjord, and are particularly well developed at Storglomvatn. Beyond 

the psammites the sediments are pelitic and calcareous with several marbles. 

The granitic gneisses and Meli:iy Group are folded together and similar earlier 

structures exist in both gneisses and metasediments. 

Both the Marble Group and the Meloy Group, and the gneisses enclosed by 

the latter are overlain by the third metasedimentary formation, the Vegdal 
Group. Rocks characteristic of this group - phyllites with subordinate marbles 

- occupy a very wide belt extending to the east side of Dunderlandsdalen. 
The Vegdal Group lies successively, from north to south, on the Sokumfjell 

Marble Group and then Meloy Group and the junction may be clearly traced 

for at least 100 kms north and south of Storglomvatn. The junction thus sepa
arates two major stratigraphic-structural units, comprising (l) the granitic gneis

ses, l\Ieloy Group and Sokumfjell Marble Group to the west, and (2) the Vegdal 

Group to the east. All three Groups and the Gneisses represent part of the 

RodingsfjaJl Nappe of Swedish geologists. The western rocks may represent auto

chthonous formations near the base of the Caledonian geosyncline and the 

Vegdal Group and its extensions to the east may form an upper structural 

unit of different age or derivation or both. 

The folds of the Meloy and Sokumfjell Marble Groups are usually character

ized by extreme disharmony. This disharmony together with the uncertainty of 
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the relation of the development of the schistosity and folds makes correlation 

between different groups difficult. Generally, however, two or three phases of 

folding can be recognised. Regional metamorphism probably reached its climax 

after the earliest folding but before other episodes. Its peak is in the upper parts of 

the amphibolite facies. 

Introduction 

The Navervatn-Storglomvatn area is in northem Norway, some 
55 kms south of Bodo and on the north side of the ice cap of Svart
isen. Its rocks are predominantly metasediments of presumed Palaeo
zoic age and its structures Caledonian. The work reported here is part 
of a detailed survey of a much larger area begun in 1953 from Univer
sity College, London. The Navervatn-Storglomvatn area is directly 
south of the Sokumvatn area mapped by Drs. K. J. Ackermann and 
R. W. R. Rutland. The structural geology of the Sokumvatn area has 
been described by RUTLAND (1959) and three short papers have been 
published on various aspects of the geology of the Glomfjord region 
by members of the University College group (HoLLINGWORTH et al., 
RuTLAND et al., AcKERMANN et al., all 1960). 

Earlier geological work in the Glomfjord region is entirely that 
of the Norwegian Geological Survey. This mapping resulted in a series 
of reports (0XAAL, 1911, 1919; REKST AD, 1912, 1913; MARSTRANDER, 
1911) and a regional description and map at a scale of l :250,000 by 
HOLMSEN in 1932 (Rana sheet). There have also been two valuable 
and more detailed papers on a small area on the west side of Svartisen 
concemed with the nature of the granitic gneiss at Holandsfjord and 
the structures of the adjacent schists (SKJESETH and SoRENSEN, 1953; 
SoRENSEN, 1954). STEENKEN (1956) has given a detailed account of 
the rocks of the Russaanes area in Saltdalen, 55 kms north east of the 
Navervatn-Storglomvatn area and J. A. W. BUGGE (1948) one of 
the rocks of the Dunderlandsdalen iron mine region, 50 kms east. 
This list completes modem work in north em Nordland except for 
TH. VoGT's well known account of the Sulitelma region (1927) on the 
Norwegian-Swedish border, 100 kms north west of the Navervatn
Storglomvatn area. 

In earlier mapping of the Caledonian complex of Nordland there 
was no division of the rocks into different structural and stratigraphic 
units except at Sulitelma, where in the eastem parts, there are fossils. 
(No fossils or sedimentation evidence of depositional order have been 
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found west of Sulitelma). In more recent years the east em limit of 
the so-called Rodingsfjall Nappe has been mapped from Sweden, 
where it was first distinguished by KuLLING (1955), into Nordland 
(STRAND, 1953, 1954, 1958). The boundary separates the high grade 
Rodingsfjall rocks from lower grade regions further east. In KuL
LING's opinion (1955, p. 289) the Rodingsfjall Nappe has its main 
extension in Norway, most probably comprising there the coastal area 
with its "abundant salic Caledonian intrusive rocks" which extends. 
from north of Trondheim to north of Bodo. 
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The metasediments of the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area are 
divided into three groups. The Meloy Group encloses the so-called 
Caledonian intrusives so that a thinly layered psammitic series usually 
lies near to the "granite" and is succeeded away from it by a more 
or less consistently ordered sequence of pelites, calcareous schists and 
marbles. This group lies round the "granites" of Glomfjord, Svartisen 
and Hogtuva. 

The second group, the Sokumfjell Marble Group, is folded with the 
Mel6y Group. It is composed of calcite marble with very subordinate 
pelites, quartzites, etc., and may be traced north from Storglomvatn 
at least as far north as Skjerstadfjord. It does not occur south of 
Storglomvatn as it doses east of the lake between the Mel6y and Veg
dal Groups. The Vegdal Group, a series of phyllitic schists and marbles, 
which north of Storglomvatn lies above the Sokumfjell Marble Group, 
thus comes to lie on the Meloy Group south of Storglomvatn. It is 
one of the purposes of this paper to show that it is likely that this 
junction divides the so-called Rodingsfjall Nappe into two distinct 
stratigraphic-structural units and that the western unit, that con
taining the "granites", may be authochthonous and not part of any 
nappe. 

KAUTSKY (1949) extrapolated his work on Swedish Caledonian 
rocks into neighbouring Nordland and suggested that the sediments 
were thrust over a crystalline granitic basement and then folded with 
it. He considered the folding to be coincident with the regional meta
morphism and mobilization of the basement and intrusive Caledonian 
granites in the west. It is shown here that the granitic rocks have not 
been more mobile than their envelope of sediments in Caledonian 
times and that as first pointed out by SKJESETH and S6RENSEN (1954) 
they are not Caledonian intrusives. The "granites" are layered and 
foliated granitic gneisses found in the Glomfjord region at a fairly 
consistent level in the western metasediments and probably all mem
bers of one large gneiss complex. 

The gneiss-metasediment relations are rather like those in the 
Opdal region where a psammitic series is found in apparent conformity 
with underlying gneisses (HoLTEDAHL, 1938). The layered, psammitic 
series next to the gneisses of N orthern Helgeland are very like the 
meta-sparagmite of Opdal. Similar psammitic sediments are known 
from the bottom of the Caledonian series in many parts of Scandinavia 
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and it is suggested that the psammites of the Navervatn-Storglom
vatn area, and neighbouring regions, are also of this late Pre-Cambrian 

age and lie above Pre-Cambrian gneisses and below a Palaeozoic suc
cession of different and varied lithology (i.e. the rest of the Meloy 
Group). The stratigraphic relations of the Sokumfjell Marble and 
Vegdal Groups to the Meloy Group are unknown. If, however, they do 
not represent far-travelled equivalents then this evidence suggests 
they may be younger, and perhaps post-Cambrian. 

Fossil finds in the Scandinavian Caledonides all seem to have come 
from the lower grade series and none have been described from the 
Rodingsfjall rocks. There are a number of absolute age determinations 
on Nordland rocks (NEUMANN, 1960) but only one of these is from a 

rock of the Glomfjord region. This gives an age of 565 million years 
(± 10%) for molybdenite from the Bjellaatind Granitic Gneiss. The 
gneiss lies under MelOy Group rocks and may be an inlier of the Glom
fjord Granitic Gneiss. Other Nordland ages quoted by Neumann are 
from Lofoten and Vesteraalen, well to the north. These vary between 
229 million years (± 10%), a Re-Os age from molybdenite in Lofoten, 
to 650 million years (K-A age) for feldspar in the Lofoten Svolvær 
Granite. There are intermediate mica ages of between 450 and 423 
million years from Langoy, Vesteraalen. In common with Norwegian 
geologists the writers consider that the Glomfjord metasediments are 
Palaeozoic (perhaps reaching down into the Eocambrian) although there 
is as yet little clear evidence of age. 

The writers have mapped in detail the area contained in Plate 3. 
Nicholson has mapped the eastern region around Storglomvatn, and 
Walton the western Navervatn area. Nicholson has also mapped areas 
of the Svartisen Gneiss between Tjongsfjord and Melfjord and the 
northern margin of the Hogtuva Granitic Gneiss. He has examined 
much of the periphery of the Svartisen Gneiss as well as the extensions 
of the Fykan Gneiss between Glomfjord and Bjærangsfjord. 

Regional metamorphism and rock fabric 

General M etamorphic Grade. 

Kyanite, staurolite and garnet are widespread and sometimes abun
dant in pelitic rocks of the Meloy and Sokumfjell Marble Groups. 
While garnet is common in the Vegdal Group only a few occurrences 
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of kyanite and staurolite are known. The relation of mineral growth 
to deformation is often well shown in porphyroblastic rocks. Some 
aspects of this problem have been described elsewhere and only a 
summary is given here (ACKERMANN et al., 1960). 

In almost all cases in which the relative ages of minerals and meta
morphic structures may be determined it is clear that the porphyro
blastic kyanite, staurolite and garnet are younger than the penetra
tive schistosity but older than the common microfolding of this 
schistosity. Sillimanite occurs in the Meloy and Sokumfjell Marble 
Groups but in contrast to kyanite and staurolite seems to be associated 
with local granitization and hydrothermal alteration either during 
late movements or entirely after them. Metamorphism is not related 
to the so-called granites (granitic gneisses). 

Rock F abrics. 

The fabrics of the micaceous rocks of the Navervatn-Storglom
vatn area are dominated by a penetrative schistosity. In the Southern 
Meloy Group (referred to as the Holmvatn Group in earlier summaries) 
folds to which this structure is axial plane are common. They are fold
ed by folds which have the schistosity passing round their closure. 
In that part of the Western Meloy Group lying within the present area 
no folded folds can be recognized and the major structure, the Reben
fjell Fold (fig. 7) has the schistosity passing round its closure more 
or less parallel to bedding. In the Sokumfjell Marble Group, marble 
is usually without a metamorphic planar structure but the pelites 
of the Marbles although forming a majority of folds in which schisto
sity roughly parallels bedding contain some minor isoclinal folds 
with axial plane schistosity. It is clear, especially in the Marble 
Group pelites, that staurolite porphyroblasts, etc., usually grew 
after the schistosity formed and contain rectilinear relicts of it. 
They suffered rotation when the schistose rocks were deformed in 
later movements. 

The character of the micas in rocks with folded schistosity varies. 
In the Kj6lfjell Antiform (Fig. 3), and pelites of hill 806, micas are 
frequently bent or broken. Microfolds of Marble Group pelites are 
usually very regular and smooth and the component micas entirely 
unbent and unbroken. The schistosty of the microfolded rock of the 
closure of the Rebenfjell Fold in Fykandalen (Fig. 7) seems to be at 
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Fig. 2. Petrofabric diagrams. Qtz. diagrams of 200 c-axes. Mica diagrams of 
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a slight angle to bedding. Microfolds of this structure bend it with 
bedding and it has the same angular relation to bedding on either side 
of the microfolds but is steeper than bedding on one limb while gentler 
on the other, i.e. the microfolds seem to fold the schistosity. At the 
closures of such microfolds there is some growth of new biotites across 
the older crystals with their cleavage about parallel to the axial 
plane of the microfolds. Here the growth of new mica has not gone 
far enough to obliterate the older schistosity although in smaller 
more acute structures it is possible that the older structure has been 
destroyed. This makes correlation on schistosity-bedding relations 
difficult. In minor folds of the eastern limb of the Rebenfjell Fold, 
south of Nedre Navervatn (B 6) the growth of new micas is more pro
nounced and it is only on the margins and within folded quartz layers 
that an attitude essentially parallel to layering is preserved. 

Quartz orientation is usually much less well marked than the mica 
arrangement and quartz c-axes have complex subdued maxima which 
commonly may be described in terms of a girdle or intersecting girdles. 
Many fabrics are too diffuse for satisfactory analysis. Generally the 
plane of the quartz girdle (or plane between closely adjacent quartz 
girdles) is steeply inclined to the mica s-plane (Fig. 2). Since the mica 
s-planes are most frequently very dose to bedding the plane of the 
quartz girdle is about normal to bedding. The intersection of girdle 
and bedding does not correspond with the visible lineation which in 
most cases may be independently assigned to the late falding. Axes 
of quartz girdles usually plunge steeply and have no simple relation 
to the axes of mica girdles or partial girdles or visible lineations. 

In some cases, for example in quartzites of the Kjolfjell Antiform, 
it is likely that there was reorientation of quartz in late deformation. 
Such rocks have higher quartz c-axis concentrations than rocks out
side pronounced late folds. The greatest quartz c-axis concentrations 
are found in rocks of the marginal quartzites of the Sokumfjell Marble 
Group on Ruffen (C 4) and in Fykandalen (D 7) (where maxima of 
up to 17% have been recorded). These rocks do not show cataclastic 
effects like those on Kjolfjell but their fabrics probably are still related 
to the later folds as they may have almost orthorhombic symmetry 
with the axes of the late easterly plunging minor folds as axes of 
symmetry. Here there also seems to have been pronounced reorien
tation of quartz c-axes during late deformation. 
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In the Western Meloy Group there are two sets of minor granite 
bodies; an earl y sodic variety and later potassic types. The latter are 
either the same age or younger than the later deformation while the 
sodic granites are folded by all the mapped major folds of the Western 
Meloy Group. The potassic granites are concentrated on the south side 
of Ruffen and join the similar granite complex of the Urfjell region 
of the Sokumfjell Marble Group, described by RUTLAND (1959, p. 318). 
The granites of the Sokumvatn area have been divided by RuTLAND 

into two series, of which the earlier sodic variety is coeval with the 
earlier deformation, and the potassic are roughly with coeval with later 
movements. Unfortunately it: is not: cert:ain t:hat: the two minor granite 
sequences are the same ages and they cannot be used for straight for
ward structural correlation. 

The southern area of the Marble Group is relatively free of granite. 
In the south east there is a variety of cross-cutting micaceous quartzo
feldspathic rock of definite metamorphic appearance. The steeply 
dipping bodies cut indiscriminantly across all the Marble Group struc
tures (Plate 3). The y are frequently "beaded" and discontinuous. The 
rock is usually schistose and frequently crenulated and there is good 
evidence that in one case at least the discordant mica-rich rocks were 
emplaced as boudin-like bodies and that their interrupted form is 
primary. Here the marble layering passes between the members of 
a dyke-like body and the layering is accommodated to the "granite" 
partly by falding and partly by fracture cleavage of the marble (Plate 
1.4). Formation of these rocks was probably closely related to the 
development of the late fracture cleavage and although some of the 
granites occur outside the area of fracture cleavage they are most 
frequent within it. 

The Southern Meloy Group contains few minor granite bodies. 
There is a zone of feldspathization, however, along the junction of 
the Vegdal and Southern MelOy Groups (F 11 to E 14) south of the 
closure of the Marbles. This zone of microcline growth, persistent at 
this level from the south east corner of Storglomvatn to the edge of 
Svartisen, is restricted to the junction of the groups and dies out 
rapidly laterally into both groups. In the north this zone is only a 
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metre wide but towards the edge of Svartisen reaches 4 or 5 metres 
thickness. The resultant rock, where feldspathization reaches its 
greatest development, is a foliated microcline gneiss. The minerals of 
the feldspathized rocks are deformed and the sheet folded by Fondal 
folds. This seems evidence that the Vegdal and Meloy Groups (and 
Marble Group) were placed together at an early stage in the structural 
development of the area. 

Structural Geology 

The gneisses and their relation to the metasediments. 

The Svartisen Granitic Gneiss, exposed in the southem parts of 
the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area west of Nedre Tærskaldvand, 
(D 13), is a medium grained, layered rock composed mainly of quartz, 
microcline and plagioclase, and containing little mica. Its layering is 
parallel to the contact with enclosing Meli::iy Group and the bedding 
of the adjacent psammites and impure marbles. Further away from 
the contact the metasediments are disharmonically folded and their 
bedding is not parallel to the contact. Minor granite bodies are rare 
in the Southem Meloy Group south of Storglomvatn. The schists right 
up to the Svartisen Gneiss contact have the mineralogy of unfeld
spathized or ungranitized rocks. The only minor granites in the schists 
occur in a very restricted area north west of Kjolvatn (D 13). These 
granites are coarse grained, cross-cutting and irregularly shaped. They 
are apparently replacive. None of the granites joins the gneiss and their 
area of occurrence is separat ed from it by a granite-free zone 300 m wide. 
The granites are microcline-rich and since they are undeformed they 
probably formed after the development of the Kji::ilfjell Antiform. 

The Svartisen Gneiss is folded with the Meloy Group and in Glaam
dalen (C 14) lies in a sinistral fold with a gentle southerly plunge (Figs. 
3 and 4). This fold, the Glaamdal Fold, bends not only the bedding 
and schistosity of the sediments but also the layering and foliation 
of the gneiss. North of Nedre Tærskaldvatn the Meli::iy Group is bent 
into similar but larger folds of the Fondal set. The major synform of 
this fold complex can, by extrapolation towards Holandsfjord, be 
shown also to have the Svartisen Gneiss within its core (SKJESETH and 
S6RENSEN, 1952). This fold is comparable with the Glaamdal Fold and is 
dextral, as is appropriate to its position on the other, north side of the 
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big strike swing at Nedre Tærskaldvatn. This major synform, the Fon dal 
synform, plunges gently to the west and like the Glaamdal Fold indi
cates an upward movement of the gneiss relative to its schist envelope. 

At Holandsfjord, as at Tærskaldvatn, there is also a general paral
lelism between the gneissjschist margin and layering in the gneisess 
and bedding in the schists. SKJESETH and SoRENSEN (1952, p. 167) 
claim that the junction is transgressive in part. Their final conclusion 
(1952, pp. 171, 174) is that this transgression is of minor extent and 
of no general significance to the gneiss genesis. 

The Fondal Folds, like the Glaamdal Folds, bend bedding and 
schistosity in the sediments, and layering and foliation in the gneisses. 
The metasediments next to the Svartisen Gneiss at Holandsfjord (the 
"lime silicate gneisses" and "banded series" of SoRENSEN (1954)) are 
layered psammites with marbles comparable with those near Nedre 
Tærskaldvatn. 

On the west edge of the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area, north of 
Middagstuva (1238, A 7) , the Fy kan Granitic Gneiss lies within the 
Western Melby Group (Fig. 7). The Western Meloy Group includes 
psammites of the same lithology as those round the Svartisen Gneiss 
but they apparently do not closely mantle the Fykan Gneiss and do 
not lie as dose to the gneisses of Bjellaatind and Glomfjord as to the 
Svartisen and Hogtuva Gneisses. There are marbles and pelites in the 
psammites south of Storglomvatn and it is possible that the rocks 
between the psammites and gneisses are in isoclinal folds which vary 
the thickness of the psammite succession and its distance from the 
gneiss. The junction of both the Fykan and Glomfjord Gneisses with 
the sediments is parallel to the bedding and schistosity of the latter. 
The layering of the gneisses passes round the closure of the fold of 
the Fykan Gneiss in the same way as Svartisen Gneiss layering is bent 
by the Fondal Folds. 

The other granitic gneiss of the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area is 
the Storglomvatn Gneiss which lies in the core of the Fondal Antiform. 
Here it is conformably margined by the Southern Meloy Group. Unlike 
the other granitic gneisses of the area it lies against the presumed tap 
of the Southern MelOy Group. For this reason and others it is thought 
to be thrust against the Southern Meloy Group and to represent an 
easterly inlier of the Fykan Granitic Gneiss. 

To the south, outside the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area, a psam-
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mite series lies on the margin of the granitic gneiss and has been ob
served on the south side of the Svartisen Gneiss and on the northern 
edge of the Hogtuva Gneiss (Fig. l) south of Melfjord. Both there and 
north of Svartisen the gneiss-metasediment junction is abrupt and 
non-transgressive (except apparently in detail at Holandsfjord). Often, 
too, the gneisses lie with particular sediments next to them and 
general order of lithologies beyond them. As noted below the gneisses 
may be stratigraphically overlain by the Meloy Group. 

It is clear from an examination around Rodoyfjord and in the Mel
fjord area that the gneisses of Svartisen, Hogtuva and the islands of 
Rodoyfjord are all parts of one gneiss complex. It is also possible that 
the Fykan and Glomfjord Gneisses are likewise continuous with the 
Svartisen Gneiss and its associates. Their generally similar relation 
to the metasediments suggests a one-time continuity. The present 
disposition does not contradict such an explanation. 

In the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area the gneisses are not only 
folded together with the Meloy sediments but each contains earlier 
isoclinal folds bent by the structures which fold them together. Such 
earlier isoclinal folds can be seen in the Svartisen Gneiss on Breitind 
(A 15) on the west side of Glaamdalen (Plate 2.2), and in the Glomfjord 
Gneiss on Spilderhesten west of Ornes (see p. 45 and fig. l, RuTLAND 

et al., 1960) . Similar earl y isoclinal folds in the Meloy Gro up near 
Svartisen have clearly been folded by the Fondal structures. 

Thus not only do the gneisses seem to occur at approximately the 
same stratigraphic position in relation to the metasediments through
out the area, but they have occupied this position, as far as can be 
judged, during the complete folding history of the metasediments. In 
other words, the gneisses are most probably autochthonous in relation 
to the Meloy Group. 

Discussion. 

Several alternative explanations have been offered of the origin 
of the "granites" or gneisses of the region as indicated in the review 
of previous work. The possibilities fall in to four categories: 

l. The "granites" are Caledonian intrusions. 
2. The gneisses represent preferentially granitized sediments which 

originally occupied a stratigraphic position beneath the Meloy Group 
success10n. 
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3. The juxtaposition of gneisses and metasediments is the result of 
thrusting of pre-Cambrian granitic rocks. 

4. The gneisses form an autochthonous basement on which the 
sediments of the Meloy Group were deposited. 

Although the first explanation was popular for many years prior 
to the work of SKJESETH and SoRENSEN (1953) it can hardly be 
reconciled with any of the evidence given above and is rejected. 

The second explanation is like that used by GJELSVIK (1953) and 
STRAND (1953a) in the Opdal region, southern Norway. At Surnadal, 
on the west side of the Trondheim synclinorium, STRAND claims that 
at least the upper part of the gneisses represents transformed Caledo
nian rocks as the basal Caledonian quartzite, lying at the former 
gneissjsediment junction, may lie below or above the present boundary 
between gneisses of basal type and higher more biotite-rich rocks. 
Around Glomfjord no such relict sedimentary horizons in the gneisses 
are known, nor is there any evidence of a lateral transition from gneiss 
to sediment ( except perhaps on a small scale at Holandsfjord (SKJESETH 

and S5RENSEN, 1953, p. 170)), and this explanation is also rejected. 
The third explanation; of the thrusting of slices of pre-Cambrian 

granitic rocks in to the Meloy metasediments; is much more plausible 
than the first two and was that used by SKJESETH and SoRENSEN for 

the Svartisen Gneiss at Holandsfjord. It seems very likely that as a 

result of the intense deformation to which the gneisses and metasedi
ments were subjected particular evidence of thrust contacts would 
be largely or wholly obliterated. In any case thrusting might well 
have taken place under conditions in which thrusts would principally 
follow lithological junctions and hence be difficult to recognise except 
on large scale relations. Modem work on northern Scotland has clearly 
shown that apparent conformity between gneissic rocks (there Lewisi
an) is readily achieved as a product of the early deformation in which 
Lewisian came to lie on Moine in anticlinal cores or thrust slices (SuT

TON, 1960). Although, however, thrusting might well provide the de
gree of conformity found between gneisses and metasediments in the 
Navervatn-Storglomvatn area it seems unlikely that it produced 
the characteristic uniformity of succession outward from the gneisses 
in to the Meloy Group. It is interesting to note here that RAMSA Y 
(1958), who has shown that in the western less deformed Moine at 
Glenelg, the Lewisian lies in anticlinal cores in Moine, has said that 
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work on the Lewisian of the Moines may imply a constant horizon for 

the Lewisian over long distances in the Moines, and it is the regular 
succession of Meloy Group next to the gneisses in the Glomfjord area 
that especially impresses the writers. Hence they prefer the fourth 
hypothesis, that the granitic gneisses represent essentially authochtho
nous basement rocks originally underlying the Meloy sediments. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE MELOY GROUP 

The rocks of the Meloy Group enclosing the Svartisen and Glom
fjord Gneisses are not continuous one into the other within the Naver
vatn-Storglomvatn area. As described above, in each region the 
Meloy Group has similar relations to the granitic gneisses and there 
are similar successions in the two containing groups. The two units 
of the Meloy Group are only broadly folded together and it is con
venient to describe their structures separately. The Meloy Group en
closing the Svartisen Gneiss is described as the Southern Meloy Group 
and that containing the Fykan and Glomfjord Gneisses as the Western 
Meloy Group. In an earlier account the Southern Meloy Group was 
called the Holmvatn Group (ACKERMAN et al., 1960). This name is 
replaced here in order to emphasize the presumed correlation of the 
Meloy units. 

S o u  t h e r n  M e l o y  G r o  u p .  

The folds of this Group may be divided into two classes and there 
is good refolding evidence of two phases of folding (see Plate 1.1, 
showing a folded fold in psammites, north side of hill 853). The Fondal 
set of folds are the later and contain in their limbs earlier isoclinal 
folds. The Fondal Folds bend the schistosity as well as bedding; on 
a small scale this is true in the refolding folds of Plate l and on a larger 
scale in the Fondal Synform and Antiform. Both early and late fold 
classes may themselves each be divided into two sub-classes. The late 
folds will be described first and then the earlier isoclinal folds found 
in their limbs. Structural data for the Group is given in Fig. 6. 

The northern and eastern edge of the Southern Meloy Group (Fig. 
3) is against Sokumfjell Marble Group and south of Storglomvatn, 
against the Vegdal Group (the Marble Group doses south in a fold 
between the Meloy and Vegdal Groups) . The group margin is parallel 
to the bedding of the Southern Meloy Group and many lithological 
units may be followed east from near Fykanvatn, to the south to 
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where the boundary disappears under ice north of Istind. The upper 
surface of the Storglomvatn Granitic Gneiss is parallel to the bedding 
of the Southern Meloy Group, and apparently the same rocks lie on 
top of the Gneiss as lie against the Sokumfjell Marble and Vegdal 
Groups to the east and north over the Fondal Synform. The Southern 
Meloy Group on the north side of Storglomvatn is repeated in the Fon
dal Synform while south of Storglomvatn there is no repetition be
tween the Vegdal Group and Svartisen Gneiss in Glaamdalen (D 14), nor 
between the Svartisen and Storglomvatn Gneisses on Kjolfjell (C 12). 
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Fondal Folds. 

The axial plane traces (described below for brevity as "fold traces") 
of the bigger folds of the Southern Meloy Group are shown in Fig. 3 
on an outline map of the geology. This map emphasizes the variable 
trend and strong disharmony which are the distinctive features of 
the late folds. 

The Fondal Synform, which to the west of the Storglomvatn area 
lies on the north side of the lake, curves round the Fondal Antiform 
across the lake and comes to lie on its south side. The plunge of the 
synform is westerly on the north side of the lake and northerly where 
the fold lies north-south. Granitic gneiss is eventually met down pl unge 
in the synform core towards Holandsfjord (Fig. 4). The synform of 
gneiss in schists was first described by SKJESETH and SåRENSEN 
1953) from Holandsfjord where the complementary antiform was 
called the Fondals Anticline (the Fondal Antiform of this account). 
The gneiss in the Fondal Synform core is part of the outer leucocratic 
gneisses of the gneiss complex of coastal northern Helgeland (Fig. 1). 
The gneiss doses westwards in the Fondal Antiform and is inferred 
to join directly under west Svartisen with the Svartisen Gneiss on 
Kjolfjell (Fig. 3). Thus the northern part of the junction of the Svart
isen Gneiss and Southern Meloy Group has the form of a dextral, 
westerly plunging fold. As noted below this is appropriate to its 
position on the Tærskaldvatn Fold. 

Fig. 3 shows the fold traces of the Glaamdal Folds as well as the 
Fondal Folds. The Glaamdal Folds are complementary in vergence 
to the Fondal set, being sinistral and plunging south parallel to the 
eastern margin of the Svartisen Gneiss. 

The folding of the gneisses and schists is usually very disharmonic 
and only minor easterly plunging folds affect the Vegdal Group-Meloy 
Group boundary. Such minor folds of the junction are found as far as 
the northern edge of east Svartisen. The disharmony is achieved by 
complex folding of the schists between the gneisses and the V egdal 
Group. 

The Fondal Synform involves the whole of the Southern Meloy 
Group from its northern and eastern margins with the Sokumfjell 
Marble Group and the Vegdal Group to the southern shore of Stor
glomvatn. The repetition over the fold is most easily demonstrated 
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3.Early fold with axial plane schistosity 4.Refolded isoclinal fold 
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on the southern shore of Storglomvatn (E 11) where between the 
Storglomvatn Gneiss in the west and the V egdal Group in the 
east there is detailed repetition of strata over the fold trace 
position marked in Fig. 3. The units of the west side of this section 
through the Fondal Synform may be matched on the northern 
shore (D 10 and D 11) (and also in the southern limb of the Fondal 
Synform) and there is a broad matching of strata between the eastern 
part of the section and the rocks on the north side of the Fondal Syn
form north of the lake. Correlation is best for strata on the outer edge 
of the Group and a conspicuous grey marble and the marginal pelitic 
rocks may be mapped more or less continuously from the southern 
shore of Storglomvatn to the western side of the north-south limb of 
Storglomvatn. (Storglomvatn is a major reservoir for the Glomfjord 
Power Station and in early summer the water level is usually well 
below the natural level of the lake. This lowering is sufficient in some 
years to reveal long reefs of Meloy schists and marbles on the north 
side of the 766 Fold, swinging in a broad are east and south from the 
west side of Storglomvatn, and almost continuously to the east side 
of the lake. The southern basin of the lake is too deep to provide such 
exposures but lowered water level does produce, for instance, a line 
of islets marking the position of the core of the Fondal Synform.)  

The repetition over the Synform fold trace and continuity from 
north to south involves the joining of the outer margin of the Southern 
Meloy Group at depth with the rocks on the margin of the Storglom
vatn Gneiss. The early folds recognised in the Southern Meloy Group 
Iie within the northern limb of the Synform. It seems probable that 

........ 

Fig. 5. Minor structures of the Meloy Group. l. Vertically plunging early fold 
with axial plane schistosity in finely layered psammites, north side of 766 fold 
closure, Southem MelOy Group. 2. Gently plunging early fold with axial plane 
schistosity in layered psammites, 766 fold closure, Southem Meloy Group. 3. 

Steeply plunging early fold with axial plane schistosity in layered psammite, 

summit of Middagstuva, Southem Meloy Group. 4. Refolded isoclinal fold, 
finely layered psammite, west of Holmvatn, Southem MelOy Group. 5. Late 

fold in layered psammite (plunge 130/36), west of Fykanelv Fold, Southem 

Meloy Group. 6. Late fold in layered calc-schist (plunge 105/20}, southem 

limb of Ruffen Synform, Sokumfjell Marble Group. 7. Gently westerly plunging 

dextral fold on north limb of Fondal Synform, hill 853, Southem MelOy Group. 

8. Minor folds (plunge 078/23) of semi-pelitic schist and sodic granite, near crest 

of Rebenfjell Fold, Fykandalen, Western MelOy Group. 
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the Fondal Synform and Antiform are coeval. Each folds the schisto
sity. The Storglomvatn Gneiss lies under the upper limit of the South
em Meloy Group while the Svartisen Gneiss on Kjolfjell lies against 
the lower limit. This essentially unrepeated succession matches that 
of the north limb of the Fondal Antiform from the Svartisen Gneiss 
of the Synform core in the west to the Storglomvatn Gneiss. It is 
clear, therefore, that the Fondal Synform does not have any overall 
effect between the Storglomvatn and Svartisen Gneisses on the south 
side of the Fondal Antiform. Thus although the Synform bends round 
the eastern closure of the Antiform the relation is in one sense more 
complicated, and in another simpler than that to be expected from 
ref olding. 

Kjolfjell Antiform. 

As Fig. 3 shows, the fold trace of the Kjolfjell Antiform lies parallel 
to the margin of the Svartisen Gneiss. The fold axis varies in attitude 
along the fold trace and on Kjolfjell (C 12) has a gentle westerly plunge. 
Here the Fondal Synform has a similar plunge which is well seen in 
the outlier of the Synform core rocks on Tærskaldfjell (D 12) (Plate 
3 and Fig. 3). Both the Synform and the Kjolfjell Antiform fold the 
schistosity and together make an antiform-synform pair which ac

counts for the non-repetition of the Southern Meloy Group between 
the Svartisen and Storglomvatn Gneisses. As noted above, the micas 
of the Kjolfjell Antiform rocks are broken in its abrupt microfolds. 
The quartz crystals of these rocks are strongly strained (Plate 2.3). 

In the Fondal Synform on the other hand, although similar mineral 
assemblages with very similar textures occur with folded schistosity, 
the constituent mica crystals are neither bent nor broken. There seems 
to have been recrystallisation during deformation. The difference may 
indicate that the Kjolfjell Antiform rocks were more rapidly deformed 
than those of the Fondal Synform. Perhaps, therefore, the Fondal 
Synform started to form before the Kjolfjell Antiform which developed 
more abruptly as the rocks of the Tærskaldvatn area had to be accom
modated to the growing Synform. There seems no reason to suppose 
any significant variation in other conditions of metamorphism over the 
relatively small area including both structures. 

Fig. 4 shows an outline of the behaviour of the Southern Meloy 
Group in the Fondal and Kjolfjell Folds and also gives sections across 
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the structure both where there is a simple combination of Fondal Anti

form and Synform, and also where the Fondal Synform and Kjolfjell 
Antiform exist as a fold pair on the south side of the Fondal Antiform. 

F ondal A ntiform. 

The Fondal Antiform, or dome, has gentle plunges to the west 
(SKJESETH and SoRENSEN, 1953) and the east. As exposed at Stor
glomvatn its southern side dips rather more steeply than the northern 
and the Storglomvatn Gneiss Iies in the core against what is probably 
the top of the Southern Meloy Group succession. This junction is 
parallel to the bedding of the Meloy rocks and to the lineation of this 
poorly layered gneiss. A thickness of over 200m of gneiss is exposed 
in cliffs at the west end of Storglomvatn, but its base is not seen. 
No gneiss occurs in the Antiform closure to the west and it presumably 
doses under the ice of Svartisen. 

The position of the gneiss at the supposed top of the Meloy Group 
is in contrast to the supposed basal position of the gneisses of Svart
isen, Hogtuva and Glomfjord. As the first section of Fig. 4 shows, the 
Fondal Synform has Western Meloy Group, Sokumfjell Marble Group 
or V egdal Group on its northern and eastern sides but Storglomvatn 
Gneiss on the south and east. It is suggested below that this gneiss is 
equivalent to the Fykan Gneiss of the Western Meloy Group. 

Folds of the outer zone of the Southern Meloy Group. 

Except for part of the Kjolfjell Antiform, the late folds of the 
Fonda! set have gentle plunges. There are steeply plunging folds, 
however, in the outer zone of the Southern Meloy Group, which like 
the Fondal Fold affect earlier folds and their schistosity. This plunge 
is easterly and opposite to the regional plunge of the Fondal Synform 
but about parallel to that of the eastern end of the Fondal Antiform. 
Therefore, although the map vergence of these dextral folds is appro
priate to their place on the Fondal Synform and on the broad swing 
of the Group from an east-west strike to a north-south one, their 
vergence in section is opposite to that to be expected from folds having 
their position on the Fondal Synform. All the steeply plunging late 
folds west of Storglomvatn are dextral and range in size from the 
Fykanelv and Holmelv Folds (Fig. 3) to minor folds a metre in ampli
tude. Intermediate and minor scale dextral and sinistral folds of this 
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dass occur within the Marble Group east of Storglomvatn and dextral 
folds bend the junction of Sokumfjell Marble and Southern Meloy 
Groups and the Sokumfjell Marble and Vegdal Groups. Both sinistral 
and dextral easterly plunging minor folds affect the junction of the 
Southern Meloy and Vegdal Groups. 

The folding of the junctions of the groups by these minor folds 
suggests that the conjunction of the groups is at least earlier than the 
latest Fondal Fold deformation. Their relation to the Marble Group 
folds and the major fold between the Southern Meloy and Vegdal 
Groups is discussed below. Both the Fondal, and the Holmelv and 
Fykanelv Folds, fold earlier structures and the schistosity that accom
panies them. They are disharmonic structures and do not affect the 
margin of the Southern Meloy and Marble Groups and die out south
wards. Folds of general Fykanelv type are distributed only on the 
outer margin of the Southern Meloy Group, they are not folded by 
the Fondal Folds and none occur on the southern limb of the Fondal 
Synform. They plunge in the wrong direction to be simple folds depend
ent on the Synform. The large examples, but not all the minor 
folds, have vergence and plunge appropriate to folds which accompany 
the broad swing in strike Tærskaldvatn (D 13). The situation is thus 
complicated by the dominance in the Storglomvatn area of the Fondal 
Synform whose attitude seems to be different from the regional 
structure of the Svartisen Gneiss and the Meloy Group. The formation 
of the two types of late fold, Fondal and Fykanelv, seem to have over
lapped and they are, in part at least, contemporary structures. 

Early Folds. 

There are a number of good examples of the folding of isoclinal 
minor folds by the more open minor folds of Fondal type (Plate 1.1). 
While priority is most firmly established in this way the earlier struc
tures may also be distinguished from the later folds by their relation 
to the schistosity and in many cases by their different style of folding 
and attitude (Figs. 4 and 5). Although all the early folds have axial 
plane schistosity (Plate 2.4) they are divisible into two sub-classes and 
of these, only one, a steeply plunging neutral set, has been found folded 
by Fondal folds. The other set of early structures is isoclinal like the 
folded variety, but has relatively gently westward plunging axes. The 
neutral or nearly neutral sub-class are widely distributed in the South-
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em Meloy Group while the gently plunging set are confined to the 
zone of closure of the 766 Folds (D 8) (Fig. 3). 

The gently plunging 766 Fold is one of the three major early struc
tures in the north limb of the Fondal Synform. The other two, the 853 
Fold (D 9) and 966 Fold (B 8) are steeply plunging neutral folds. The 
853 Fold actually occurs on the north side of hill853 whose summit ridge 
follows the trough of the Fondal Synform. This spot height is the only 
reference on the topographic map to which the fold may be referred. 

853 Fold. 

This fold plunges almost vertically in vertically dipping beds on 
the north limb of the Fondal Synform. It has axial plane schistosity 
and is folded by gently westerly plunging minor folds of Fondal Syn
form type. The westward closure is readily detected in the marbles 
forming the core of the fold on the north side of hill 853 but is diffi
cult to recognise in the psammites which form an envelope to the 
marbles and accompanying pelite. Quartzitic series on either side of 
the marble closure can be mapped to the east edge of Holmvatn and 
on the west side of the lake to the ice margin. To the east the fold limbs 
may be mapped almost to the shore of Storglomvatn although closure 
was not detected between them. The 853 Fold is absent on the south 
side of hill 853 in the southern limb of the Fondal Synform. 

The conclusion was reached in the section on the Fondal Folds 
that there is no overall repetition east or west of the fold trace of the 
Fondal Synform on the southern shore of Storglomvatn, implying 
that the 853 Fold (and other early folds) have no effect there. Thus 
the 853 Fold may have a definite vergence or be replaced along its 
fold trace by a slide. The greater width of outcrop of the psammites on 
the northern side of the 853 Fold than on the southern makes it 
possible that the sense of vergence is dextral. There is no indication 
of eastward fold repetition in the psammites north of the 853 Fold 
and although the 766 Fold does repeat the psammites this is not the 
companion fold to the 853 Fold as they both dose westwards. 

966 Fold. 

This fold closely resembles the 853 Fold. It has a distinctive core 
of light coloured psammites and a prominent marble marking its 
closure. The overall plunge suggested by the attitude of rocks on its 
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closure is about 50° to the east but minor folds of vertical plunge are 
found and the total plunge may be greater than 50°. The 966 Fold is 
clearly folded by the Holmelv Fold. It is not possible to determine 
its vergence with certainty but its form (Fig. 3) suggests that it may 
be a dextral fold. 

766 Fold. 

The 766 Fold differs not only in attitude from the 853 and 966 

Folds but also in style. Its closure is made up of many small folds 

instead of the one closure of the other two folds. Minor folds of the 
766 style and attitude have been found only in the immediate vicinity 
of the westward closure of the impure marble of its core. As fold 
plunges are gentle to the west and the area of exposure is flat lying, 
the amplitude of the folds is unknown. Like the steeply plunging minor 
folds, however, they have axial plane schistosity. The 766 Fold does 
not occur in either limb of the Fondal Synform in the Meloy succession 
south of Storglomvatn. 

The axial plane attitude of the schistosity in the minor closure of 
the 766 Fold complex seems to indicate that it is an early fold although 
the attitude of 766 minor folds resembles that of the Fondal Synform. 
The 766 Fold is undoubtedly confined to the northern limb of the 
Synform and may be another dextral structure with the mass of marble 
and quartzites in its core representing the much folded equivalent of 
the narrow marble-quartzite immediately to the northern edge of 
the psammites which form the envelope to the 766 Fold. 

Summary and Conclusions. 

The characteristic features of the structural geology of the Southern 
Meloy Group are the varied attitudes and styles of the late folds, and 
their distribution and relation to the early isoclinal folds contained 
in some of them. 

The late folds are divisible into two classes, (l) with gentle plunges 
and varied azimuth, and (2) steeper easterly plunges. The steeply 
plunging folds have the same attitude as the gneiss salient at Taer
skaldvatn and the !argest of this dass of MelOy Group structures, the 
Holmelv and Fykanelv Folds, have a vergence appropriate to their 
position on it. They generally lie near the margins of the group with 
the Marble and V egdal Group. The first dass of late fold is found with-
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in the Southern Meloy Group near its contacts with the Svartisen 
Gneiss on both sides of the Tærskaldvatn Fold (e.g. Fondal Fold, 
Kjolfjell Antiform). Although the Fondal Synform lies round the 
eastern end of the Fondal Antiform it is essentially coeval with the 
Antiform for on the south side of it the Synform dies out westwards 
in conjunction with the Kjolfjell Antiform (Fig. 3) . Members of the 
late folds have never been found folding one another and characteristi
cally occur in different areas. They all deform the schistosity and 
members of both classes bend the earl y isoclinal folds and are presumed 
by the writers to be essentially contemporary. 

The two classes of earlier structures (to which the schistosity is 
axial plane) are also varied in attitude and distribution. No major 
early folds are known south of Storglomvatn and the largest of the 
early folds, the 853 Fold, is absent both east along the strike and south 
on the other limb of the Fondal Synform. Thus the north side of the 
Svartisen Gneiss prior to the late folding was mantled by Meloy Group 
with major repetitions while the succession on what is now the east 

flank was apparently essentially unrepeated. It is interesting and 

perhaps significant to note that the eastern flank lies under the Vegdal 
Group which may have been emplaced by thrusting against the Meloy 
Group, etc., early in the history of the area and may thus have played 
some part in determining the distribution of early folds in the Sonthern 
Meloy Group. 

The earl y folds are isoclinal in all metasedimentary groups in which 
they have been found. The late folds of the Southern Meloy Group 
vary in style, etc., in a way that suggests that the Svartisen Gneiss 
played an important role in their development. Indeed, as far as the 
Southern Meloy Group is concerned, the late folds are peripheral to 
the Gneiss and seem to indicate its upward movement relative to the 
sediments. 

At Storglomvatn it is clear that the Fondal Folds are later than 
the growth of the metamorphic fabric (although apparently coeval 
with some recrystallisation). The writers thus differ from SKJESETH 

and SoRENSEN (1953) who have explained the characteristics of the 
Svartisen Gneiss at Holandsfjord by thrusting of a granitic gneiss 

sheet prior to regional metamorphism and its folding during regional 
metamorphism. 
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W e s t e r n  M e l o y  G r o u p .  

The Western Meloy Group forms the envelope to the Glomfjord 
Granitic Gneiss. The Gro up also contains another gneiss body, the 
Fykan Granitic Gneiss, which lies in a northward closing fold of 
easterly plunge. The leucocratic Fykan Gneiss is separated from the 
Glomfjord Gneiss by schists in which, as described by RuTLAND et 

al. (1960, p. 45), there is no clear repetition and thus no certain fold 
between the two gneisses. North of the Glomfjord Gneiss there are 
several "sheet granites", layered concordant granitic gneisses, with 
which the Fykan Gneiss might be correlated. It is also possible that 

it represents the folded margin of the Glomfjord Gneiss and thus may 
join it to the west with one limb of the fold between them eliminated on 
the east side of the Glomfjord Gneiss. This problem is one to be settled 
by later work. At this stage it seems simpler to regard the Fy kan Gneiss 
as detached or partly detached gneiss from the outer leucocratic zone 
of the Glomfjord Gneiss, rather than belonging to the north-western 
sheet gneisses which lie in metasediments which do not seem to belong 
to the MelOy Group. 

In the Meloy Group of the east side of the Fy kan Gneiss and Fy kan 
Fold there is the major fold of the Navervatn area, the Rebenfjell Fold 

(Fig. 7). This isoclinal fold of easterly plunge extends throughout the 
north-south extent of the area and has been mapped equally far to 
the north (HoLLINGWORTH et al., 1960, Fig. 1). South of Fykandalen 
it is very difficult to detect closure over the presumed position of 
its fold trace and difficulty of detection of the closure is characteristic 
of this fold from Ruffudalen to Fykandalen in the massive calc
pelites of its core. The fold, however, is readily recognised where dif
ferent lithologies, marbles and calcareous schists for example, cross 
over as in Ruffudalen and Fykandalen. 

HOLLINGWORTH et al. (Fig. l) show a fold on the west side of the 
Rebenfjell Fold, between its fold trace and the margin of the Fykan 
Gneiss. This fold was not detected in the N avervatn area and is pre
sumed absent there although it is possible that an equivalent slide 
exists in the series. 

Ideas of stratigraphy of the Meloy Group based upon the recogni
tion of the psammites as Sparagmitian suggest that the Rebenfjell 
Fold is essentially synclinal. Similar stratigraphic arguments suggest 
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that the Marble Group is younger than the Meloy Group, a condusion 

that contrasts with its position (from Nedre Navervatn to Storvatn) 

next to rocks of relatively low Meloy levels. As suggested by HoLLING

WORTH et al. (p. 39) there probably is the equivalent of a complemen
tary fold to the Rebenfjell Fold in the rocks of its eastern limb. No 
dosure of this kind is present in the Navervatn area although some 
structure such as a slide is necessary to account for the presence of the 

Fykan Gneiss on one side of the Rebenfjell Fold and the Marble 
Group on the other. As well as the Fykan and Rebenfjell Folds there 

are also folds in the Western Meloy Group which have an orientation 
across the large Fykan and Rebenfjell Folds. The account below deals 

first with the latter two folds and then with the cross-folds, the Ruffen 
Folds, Naveren Antiform and Ruffudalstind Folds. 

Fykan Fold. 

The Fykan Fold (not completely shown in Plate 3) has a core of 

leucocratic, layered, granitic gneiss, the Fykan Gneiss, which doses 
at the western, upper end of Ruffudalen. Here the easterly dipping 

layering of the gneisses doses northwards parallel to the dosure of 
the envelope of Meloy schists. The isodinal fold plunges a little south 
of east about parallel to the Rebenfjell Fold. The junction of gneiss 

and Mel6y Group is parallel to the layering of the former and bedding 
of the latter from Ruffudalen to the south side of Glomfjord. West of 
Fykanvatn metasediments occupy the core of the fold. This area has 
not yet been mapped in detail. 

It was suggested above that the Fykan and Storglomvatn Gneisses 
might be parts of the same sheet. The two gneisses occur on either 
side of the Fondal Synform (Fig. 3) of the Southern Meloy Group, al
though not at the same level, as there are Western Meloy Group rocks 
between the Fykan Gneiss and the supposed top of the Southern Meloy 
Group against which the Storglomvatn Gneiss Iies. The Storglomvatn 
Gneiss is presumed to be allochthonous with respect to the Southern 
Meloy Group as it is at the presumed top of the Group. This gneiss 
has a thoroughly lineated fabric in which the linear elements parallel 
the curving margin. The other gneisses of the Glomfjord area are 
characterised by layering rather than lineation although other rocks 
with a penetrative lineation are known, for example from the Svartisen 
Gneiss complex south of Reppa (Fig. 1) . If the suggested equivalence 
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of the Fykan and Storglomvatn Gneisses is valid, the Western Meloy 
Group between the two is presumably cut out south east of the out

crops of the Fykan Gneiss. 

Rebenfjell Fold. 

Where the Rebenfjell Fold is seen to dose, in Ruffudalen (A l) 

and Fykandalen (B 6), the beds on the closure strike east-west and 
dip vertically. There are relatively open minor folds in lithologies like 

the flaggy semi-pelites of the Fykandalen closure whose vergence is 
appropriate to the side of the fold on which they lie and which plunge 
east at about 30° to 40°. The closure in Fykandalen is well exposed and 
can be examined in the gorge of the River Fy kan over a vertical height 
of over 300m. Throughout this range the beds on the closure have about 
vertical dips and minor folds plunge eastwards. The Rebenfjell Fold 

like the Fy kan Fold may thus be described as a neutral or reclined fold. 
The rocks of the Rebenfjell Fold are schistose. In the fold limbs 

the schistosity is indistinguishable in attitude from the bedding. Near 
the Fykandalen closure, both bedding and schistosity bend round the 

minor folds which are congruous with the Rebenfjell Fold. The minor 

folds also bend the rare small concordant sheet-like sodic granites 
and quartz segregations. The main closure of the Rebenfjell Fold may 
be examined in Fykandalen where the calc-pelite of the core doses 
south. Here the closure is relatively narrow, taking place over about 
30 m in which the beds change from an easterly dip and back again 
through the vertical. On the closure the penetrative schistosity can 
be seen to pass round the fold with the bedding in spite of the obscuring 
effects of microfolding and partial transposition of the schistosity into 

an axial plane attitude. 
This Fykandalen closure contrasts with the "intense contortion 

involving repetition in many isoclinal drag folds, tightly packed and 
of small individual thickness (say l m) but relatively large amplitude 
(20-100 m) from crest to trough" described by HoLLINGWORTH et 

al. (1960, p. 38) from the core of closure of the northward extension of 
the Rebenfjell Fold. It is probable that the great thickening of calc
pelite in the core of the Rebenfjell Fold between Ruffudalen and 

Fykandalen is achieved in this way. It is clearly not a shear pheno

menon common to the whole fold as some lithologies do not thicken 

appreciably when crossing the fold trace. It seems that the Rebenfjell 
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Fig. 8. l. Dextral minor fold in layered semi-pelite (plunge 095/41) of eastern, 

upper limb of Rebenfjell Fold at Fykandalen closure, Western Meloy Group. 

2. Isoclinal minor fold in layered semi-pelite (pl unge 135/25) of the eastern, upper 

limb of the Rebenfjell Fold and southern limb of the Naveren Antiform, east 

side of Nedre Navervatn, Western Meloy Group. 

Fold is essentially a flexural fold, perhaps with subordinate and late 
shear on transposed planar structures. 

In the Southern MelOy Group the Fonda! Folds clearly fold earlier 
folds to which the schistosity is axial plane and thus one can say 

with certainty that the schistosity of the Southern Meloy Group did 
not form at the same time as the Fonda! Folds. If, therefore, the two 
Meloy units are strictly comparable then structures to which schistosity 
is axial plane and which were earlier than the Rebenfjell Fold might 
be expected. No major fold of this type has been detected in the 
Western Meloy Group, however, although there are minor isoclinal 
folds within the limbs of the Rebenfjell Fold to which schistosity is 
axial plane. These isoclinal folds which may be found in various 
lithologies and have axial plane schistosity even in massive siliceous 
rocks, are neutral, like the Rebenfjell Fold and plunge in about the 

same direction (those on Naveren plunge south east rather than east) . 
The folds generally are of unknown vergence as their amplitude is so 
great (over 30 m or so) that they are very rarely seen to join a com
panion fold. They occur within single lithological units, however, and 
thus are presumably of definite vergence (Fig. 8) . 

The isoclinal minor folds have a very different style to those of 
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the zone of closure. It may be suggested that the evidence of axial 

plane schistosity is itself a sufficient ground for separating these folds 
in time of formation from the open ones of the closure. These tight 
isoclinal folds, however, are those in which a transposition of an older 
schistosity into a new axial plane attitude might be expected to be 

most complete. The structure seems quite penetrative and its compo
nent micas are exactly like those of the bent schistosity of the open 
minor folds. The isoclinal structures may then be minor folds earlier 
than the Rebenfjell Fold. Unfortunately no isoclinal fold bent by an 
open fold has been found in the Rebenfjell Fold so the question cannot 
be firmly decided. 

If it is accepted that there is a p hase of folding in the Western Meloy 

Group earlier than the formation of the Rebenfjell Fold then there are 
at !east three phases in the development of the structure of the Group. 
The third and la test phase is that which, as described by Hollingworth 
et al. (1960, p. 40) refolds the Rebenfjell Fold. This refolding is im
portant in that it is the only demonstration in the Glomfjord area 
that the axis of the Rebenfjell Fold may have a regional east-west 
orientation. Further discussion of this problem and its regional impli

cations must await description of the area north of Ruffudalen. 

Ruffen Folds and Naveren Antiform. 

The western limb of the Rebenfjell Fold is made up of strata of 
uniform thickness. Some of these layers can be traced round the Fy kan
dal closure into the eastern limb and without deviation northwards 
towards the Ruffudalen closure. Rocks of the Western Meloy Group 
east of this series are, by contrast, very variable in thickness and some

times laterally discontinuous. This variability occurs on the margin 
of the Western Meloy Group next to the Sokumfjell Marbles. The 

margin itself is bent into large disharmonic folds, the Naveren Anti
form and the Ruffen Synform and Antiform. Fig. 6 gives structural 

information from the Ruffen Folds. 
The Ruffen and N averen folds are essentially crossfolds. They 

plunge east like the Rebenfjell Fold but their axial planes strike at 
about right angles to the axial plane of the Rebenfjell Fold. (In some 
ways this relationship is similar to that between the Holmelv and 

Fykanelv Folds and the Fonda! Synform). The Naveren Antiform is 
an upright fold while the Ruffen Folds are overturned to the north. 
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Both these folds have complicated effects in the Marble Group as 

shown in Fig. 7. 

The principal effect of the Ruffen Folds in the Western Meloy 
Group is the great thickening of the Ruffen pelite on Ruffen (C 3) . 

Much of the pelite is present in poorly accessible and often snow

covered ground on the north slopes of Stor Ruffen. The pelite, however, 
seems to contain folds like those in the marginal Sokumfjell Marble 

Group calc-schists, etc. Some of the thickening shown on the map on 
Stor Ruffen is merely apparent, i.e. the combination of a northern sheet 

dip and the mountain side. Even in flatter ground, however, as that 

between Vakkerdalen and Feldvatn, (C 2) the pelite has a wide outcrop. 

The Ruffen Folds, like the Rebenfjell Fold, have both the schisto
sity and bedding passing round their closures. The schistosity is also 
puckered into microfolds in the same way as in the Fykandal closure 
of the Rebenfjell Fold. Unfortunately, as the Ruffen Folds die out 
before reaching the fold trace of the Rebenfjell Fold they cannot be 
described as folding the latter. In view of the similar relationships of 
the bedding to the schistosity it is possible, on this evidence, that the 

folds were formed at the same time. 
Although the Ruffen Folds do not fold the Rebenfjell structure as 

a whole, they do contain, within their folded layering, isoclinal folds 
of different plunge to the Synform. In the Marbles the Ruffen Synform 

produces outcrops of closed shape which have been ascribed to re
falding. There is evidence, therefore, that the Ruffen Synform is not 
a first fold. The Ruffen Folcls and Naveren Antiform seem to be no 
older than the Rebenfjell Fold and may be younger than it. Sheets, 
veins and lenticular bodies of sodic and potassic granite are more 
extremely developed on Ruffen than elsewhere in the Navervatn
Storglomvatn area. The sodic granites were formed before the folding, 
as is also the case with similar sodic granites affected by the Reben
fjell Fold; while the potassic variety formed either during or after 
the folding. The greatest concentration of these granites is confined 
to the northern limb of the Ruffen Synform. This is linked to the 
north and east with the granite complex of Urfjell (RuTLAND, 1959, 

p. 318). Since the sodic granites of Urfjell are earlier, and the potassic 
ones are coeval or later than the second of the two main episodes of 

folding recognised there it is possible that the Ruffen and Rebenfjell 
Folds are contemporary with the later folds of the Sokumvatn area. 
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Ruffudalstind Fold. 

This fold is a monoclinal flexure in the western limb of the Reben

fjell Fold (A 1). It has an almost vertical and south easterly striking 
middle limb. Its plunge, therefore, since its non-vertical limbs are 

parts of the Rebenfjell Fold, is about the same as that of the Reben
fjell Fold. As with the Ruffen and Naveren Folds its axial plane strikes 
across that of the Rebenfjell Fold. The Ruffudalstind Fold has the 
schistosity, which is parallel to bedding, passing round its closure. It 
dies out eastwards and does not fold the Rebenfjell Fold. It is most 
simply regarded as a subsidiary of the Rebenfjell Fold although there 

is no unambigous evidence in favour of this interpretation. 

Summary and Discussion. 

Although the Western Meloy Group, especially when its extent 
beyond the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area is considered, is made up 
of the same lithologies as the Southern Meloy Group in apparently 
comparable order, and contains granitic gneisess like the Svartisen 
and Storglomvatn Gneisses, structural correlation with it is not straight 
forward. In the Southern Meloy Group structures on both minor and 

major scales with axial plane schistosity are known. Folds which have 
schistosity passing round their closures with bedding are inferred on 

good evidence to fold the schistosity, i.e. the schistosity did not form 
in the later folds parallel to the bedding. By contrast, in the Western 
Meloy Group there are neither large structures with axial plane schisto
sity nor unequivocal evidence of folding of earlier folds by the Reben
fjell Fold. The Western Meloy Group folds and schistosity may have 
formed in one series of events as they are now or alternatively there 
may have been earlier folding of which no major structure trace 

remains, or which perhaps was represented only by minor folds in the 
rocks examined in the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area. 

The existence in the Western Meloy Group of structures older than 
the Rebenfjell Fold and with which the schistosity was coeval is 
suggested by 

i) the contrast between (a) the minor isoclinal, large amplitude 

folds with axial plane schistosity occurring in the limbs of the Reben
fjell Fold, and (b) the open minor folds, of known vergence occurring 

in the region of closure, these being congruous with the Fold and with 
schistosity passing round their individual closures; 
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ii) the schistosities of the two types of folds seem to be mineralogi
cally comparable; the mineral components of the rocks seem to have 

formed in the same order and the axial plane variety shows no signs of 
being a reoriented structure, i.e. the isoclinal folds do not seem to be a 
more intense variety of or later than the open type. The schistosity of the 
Rebenfjell closure has every appearance of being a reoriented structure; 

iii) in the Southern Meloy Group the same relations of schistosity 
and bedding are present as in the Western Meloy Group but in it it is 
clear that the folds with axial plane schistosity are the earlier; examples 
of open folds without axial plane schistosity may, in micro-folded pelitic 
layers, show some degree of reorientation of schistosity into an axial 
plane attitude; psammitic layers show no such semi-reorientation. 

THE STRUCTURE OF THE SOKUMFJELL MARBLE GROUP 

Structural Relations with the Sokumvatn Area. 

The Sokumfjell Marble Group has been described and was named 

by RuTLAND (1959) from the region around Sokumvatn to the north 
of the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area. Here the group Iies round and 

under a northerly plunging synformal core of the Harefjell Gneissic 
Group of metavolcanics and intercalated sediments which is absent 

in the Navervatn-Storglomvatn area (Fig. 8) . This Sokumvatn 
Synform is overturned to the west. The boundary between Marble and 
Gneissic Groups is a slide against which, in the western limb of the 
Synform, most of the marbles are cut out. Both in the Gneissic Group 
and in the Marbles of the eastern limb of the Synform Rutland has 
described isoclinal folds whose axes trend about normal to the synform 
axis and are folded by it, i.e. he has described a two phase fold sequence 
from this area. 

The biggest example of the supposed early folds of the Marbles is 
the Sokumfjell Fold which plunges vertically downwards and east
wards under the Synform (Fig. 9) . The schistosity in this fold is de
scribed as passing round the closure and thus as essentially parallel 
to bedding, although locally it may cut across it. RuTLAND (1959, p. 

313) believed that the schistosity was coeval with the fold. 
The Sokumvatn Synform, as first noted by RuTLAND (p. 324) can

not be directly and simply traced to the south. In the Navervatn
Storglomvatn area dips are almost all easterly and there is no central 
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zone dipping north down the plunge of the Synform. South of the 

closure of the Harefjell Gneisses, dips continue to be northerly under 

the Sokumvatn Synform for only one or two kilometres; south of this 
limit there is a rapid change to southerly and easterly dips, (a change 

which RUTLAND (p. 323), although allowing that other explanations 
were possible, suggested might be explained as the result of a slide in 

the Group). Southerly and easterly dips are characteristic of the eastern 

margin of the Marbles in the Sokumvatn area where continuity between 
the Sokumvatn and Southern areas is most clearly preserved. Here a 

quartzite series may be mapped unbrokenly and without inflexion from 

the south eastern corner of Storglomvatn to beyond Arstadvatn. 
The western edge of the Marble Group, at about the junction of 

Sokumvatn and Navervatn--Storglomvatn areas, is bent by the Ruf
fen Folds. These folds plunge easterly and their fold traces Iie east 

mrth east. They may be followed from the area described here into 
the Fiskvatn Fold of RUTLAND (p. 322) and stretch from Ruffen most 

of the way across the Marble Group to the Vegdal Group. The change 
of dip from east to northerly and westerly under the Sokumvatn Syn
form Iies on the north side of this cross-fold. The combined Fiskvatn

Ruffen structure is strongly disharmonic. At its base on Ruffen its axial 
plane dips north while at higher levels, represented in the detached 

Fiskvatn closure the axial plane dips south east. The Fiskvatn schist 

is isolated from other schists both to north and south of this fold, and 
apart from the quartzites of the western and eastem margins only 

complexly folded uniform marbles pass from within one area into the 
other. Thus the stratigraphic and structural relations of the Fiskvatn 
schist to the others of the Marbles are obscure although it probably 
belongs to the "marginal" series of schists and quartzites and is de
tached from its roots in the Ruffen area. Such detachment and iso
lation is characteristic of schist units. The contrasting continuity of 
the yellow marbles is evidence of their much greater plasticity during 

this deformation. 

Fig. 9. Fold traces of major folds of the Sokumfjell Marble Group (information 

north of a line Feldvatn-Arstadvatn from RuTLAND, 1959, fig. 11). 

SF - Sokumfjell Fold. FF - Fiskvatn Fold. F - Feldvatn. S - Seglvatn. 

RF - Ruffen Folds. GC - Glaamaaga Complex. x - lake 564. AF -

Arstadvatn Fold. NA - Naveren Antiform. NS - Navervatn Synform. 
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The folded and thickened calc-schist quartzite series of Ruffen is 

almost entirely absent at the junction between Marbles and Western 

Meloy Group north of Feldvatn (D 2) although a little quartzite is 

found in folds of the two about l km north of the lake. The western 
edge of the Marble Group is much folded and units are discontinuous; 

a strong contrast with the eastern margin which is unfolded except 
on a min or scale east of Storglomvatn. The southern edge of the Marble 

Group is also marked by a series of quartzites, etc. , which are the 

same as those of the eastern and western edges. The general dip of 
the east-west striking section is steep to the north (the dip of the north 

side of the Fondal Synform against which they lie). 
The western margin, in spite of its folds, has an eastern sheet dip 

like the eastern margin for the whole of its north-south extent in the 

Sokumvatn and Navervatn-Storglomvatn areas, and to the north 
the Marbles are overlain by the Harefjell Gneissic Group in the 

Sokumvatn Synform. Thus although the Synform cannot be followed 
directly so uth of the Sokumvatn area the Marble Group seems to be 
synformal there also. 

Stratigraphic Relations w#h the Sokumvatn Area. 

The succession eastwards from the pelitic schist at the south west 
corner of lake 564 (F 7) (Plate 3) to the eastern margin of the Marble 

Group is given below (omitting calcite marbles). 

l. Two principal kyanite-staurolite-garnet-pelites. 
2. Dolomite. 

3. Two principal kyanite-staurolite-garnet-pelites. 
4. Quartzite series with some pelite. 

This succession is substantially the same as to the south and west of 
the Group, although the dolomite is absent there and there is a calc
schist to the west which reaches a considerable thickness on Ruffen. 

In the Sokumvatn area (RuTLAND, 1959, Plate I) the rocks of the 
Sokumfjell Fold north west and west from the core calcite marble 

(again giving only non-calcareous members) are as follows. 

l. Two principal pelites (Sandvatn and Nævervatn schists). 
2. Dolomite (Bratfjell D olomite). 

3. Schist (Lille Sokum Schist). 
4. Quartzite series. 
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This succession is apparently repeated eastwards to the V eg dal Group 

margm. 

The similarity of the successions suggests their identity. The known 
continuity of the eastern margin from Storglomvatn to Arstadvand 

and beyond, as well as strong hints of continuity on the west side 
make the correlation an obvious step. The details o f  the zone between 
those in which these similar successions are well established is not 

clear as there is no central continuity of non-carbonate rocks from 
the north eastern part of the Sokumvatn area into the Navervatn

Storglomvatn area. 

Southern limit of the Sokumfjell Marble Group. 

In the south east of the Marble Group, at the north east corner o f  
Storglomvatn, similar quartzite successions face one another across 
the Group. Although some horizons, particularly the schists, are dis
continuous in these structures, Plate 3 (F 8 )  shows there is sufficient 

continuity to prove that the two series are the outer parts of a fold 
which doses southwards between the Southern Meloy and Vegdal 

Groups. In the prolongation on the east side of Storglomvatn bo th 

limbs of this fold dip east but to the north the margins strike almost 

at right angles to one another. This fold complex, the Glaamaaga 
Complex, is characterized by extreme disharmony, for the main south
em closure is replaced to the north by a northern closing fo ld with 

southward closing structures on its flanks. The Glaamaag a Fold Com
plex has Southern Meløy Group under it on the west and Vegdal Group 
over it on the east. South of the end of the Marble the position of the 
fold is clear between these groups (F 11) and has along it, as far south 
as the northern edge of Svartisen, a narrow zone of granitization. 

When the marginal quartzite-pelite series is traced west out of 
the Glaamaaga Complex beyond the area of disharmonic folding and 
thickening of the marble it lies in a steeply dipping belt on the margin 
of the Marble Group (E 7). South west of Navnlosvatn (D 6) the 

quartzites and most of the schists are cut out against the edge of the 
Southern MelOy Group on hill 8 06 (C 6). A grey marble of the series 

may be followed, however, further west and almost into the narro w 

prolongation o f  the Marble Group so uth of Nedre Navervatn (B 6). 
Because this lake cuts across the northern margin of the Group rela
tions here within the marbles are not fully known, although it seems 
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that a conspicuous grey marble doses south westwards on the southern 

shore of Nedre Navervatn. On the northern side of the Marble Group, 
on Naveren (C 5 ), there is the series of quartzites and pelites which 

makes up so much of the Ruffen folds. Since this succession faces an 
attenuated but similar series on the south side of the Marbles, it is 

probable that the westward prolongation also marks a fold closure, 
the Navervatn Fold. 

Although the bedding passes across the western prolongation (C 6 )  
there is no evidence of fold character in the narrow marble unit to the 

west where both yellow and grey marbles were found. The marble 

tongue rapidly thins towards Fykandalen where it is only 2 m thick 
and may be traced as a still thinning layer towards the edge of Svart
isen. 

Like the junction of Southern Meloy and Vegdal Groups to the 
east, that between Southern and Western Meloy apparently is parallel 
to the bedding of each group. The two Meloy Group units show no 

sign of joining in a fold round the Marbles either in the Navervatn 
area, or further west in Bjærangdalen as far as may be judged from 
limited survey (Fig. 1). The structure has the character of a slide like 

that between the Southern Mel o y and V egdal Groups south of the 
Glaamaaga complex. Because there is no certain stratigraphy for the 
area the presence and character of a possible continuation northwards 
of this slide between the two Meloy units and the Marble Group is 
difficult to decide. The situation is further complicated by the fact 
that the junctions between units of greatly different lithology are 
very likely to be zones of movement during disharmonic folding. 

Detailed structure. 

Fig. 9 is a general map of the Sokumfjell Marble Group; information 
north of a line from Feldvatn to Arstadvatn is from RUTLAND (195 9, 
fig. 11). The fold traces are those of the large folds of the Group and 
the complexity of the southern area is obvious. In the Sokumvatn 
area Rutland has shown that folds with curved fold traces are earlier 
than the Sokumvatn Synform and has described the Fiskvatn Fold 

which lies on the junction of the Sokumvatn and Navervatn-Stor
glomvatn areas as a first fold. Its fold trace may be seen to continue 
without irregularity in the northern member of the Ruffen folds. As 
noted above the Fiskvatn schist probably belongs to the same "mar-
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ginal series" of schists and quartzites as the others and may have its 
roots in the Ruffen zone. Plate 3 also shows that some of the structures 

of the marbles within the Ruffen Synform are entirely closed (D 4). 
This closed shape is inferred to be the result of folding of early folds 

in the Synform. Thus if the Fiskvatn Fold belongs to the Ruffen set 
then in this context it is a second fold. 

The fold traces of Fig. 9 converge northwards where they swing into 

parallelism with the eastern margin of the Group. This complex of folds 
whose traces generally do not cross seem to replace to the south the 
simpler crossing pattern of the Sokumvatn area. 

The Glaamaaga Fold Complex. 

Fig. 10 includes structural information from the Glaamaaga Com
plex. It is the area of most uniform bedding attitudes (819 area) which 
has the greatest spread of linear structures. In this diagram, however, 
many of the north and south-plunging axes are from an easterly dip

ping fracture and crenulation cleavage (RICKARD, 1961) which inter

sects easterly dipping bedding. This cleavage is restricted to the hill 

819 area of yellow marbles between lake 564 and Seglvatn (G 5). It 
does not extend over the eastern valley to the V egdal Group. The 

cleavage planes dip east more gently than the bedding and do not 
seem to be associated with any large folds (Figs. 11. 5 and 11. 6 ). There 

is another, and apparently earlier fracture cleavage associated with 
easterly plu ng ing folds like those of the Glaamaaga Complex. These 

planar structures dip more steeply east than those of the first variety 
and are less well developed. It seems from evidence of the relation 
o f  the gently dipping crenulation and fracture cleavage and related 
micro-folding to the "granites" of the south east corner of the Marble 

Group that the structures formed after the development of the major 
structures mapped within the Group. 

The plunge direction of the majority of minor structures in the 
Marble Group on Fig. 9 is east or south east, more or less down the 

di p of the Marbles. The ground on which these structures are developed 
is of relatively small relief and gentle slopes. There are only two places 

in the Glaamaaga Complex in which major fold attitude itself may 
be checked in any way. The first is the northward closing fold on the 
east side of hill 787 (F 7) where the marble bedding and layers of 

schist it contains strike east-west and dip vertically or steeply south 
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Fig. 10. Equal area projections of structural data, Sokumfjell Marble Group. 

For key see fig. 6. 

over a vertical range of about 50 m. The fold axis then lies w ithin a 

steeply dipping east-west plane. The attitude of the schist clos ure south 
of Sandvatn (E 6 )  may also be topographically checked and these 
general relations also suggest a plunge in a steeply south-dipping or 

vertical plane. Both of these results agree with the general attitude 

of the minor structures. The Navervatn Synform east of Nedre Naver
vatn, has an attitude which is similar to that of its minor structures. 

It is clear, however, that these relatively large folds (Sandvatn, 7 87 
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and N avervat n) do not have t he at t itude of t he larger Marble Group 

fold which is presumed t o  have formed at t he same t ime and which con

t ains t hem. It seems clear from general considerations that t he Marble 
Group has a regional north-south synformal axis. The relat ion of t hese 

easterly plunging structures to it is discussed below. The main sout h 
closing Glaamaaga fold is presumably synformal and its nort h closing 
equivalent further north an antiform with synforms on eit her flank. 

One interesting feature of the fold on the east side of hill 787 is 
t hat it contains an isoclinal fold within the series folded round in its 

northward closure (Plate 1- 3). The minor isoclinal fold lies round the 
closure and has neither the position nor the attitude t o  be expected 
from a dependent minor fold. It is inferred t o  be an earlier structure, an 

indication t hat the folds of the Glaamaaga Complex are not first folds. 
The schists and grey marbles of the Glaamaaga Folds are discon

tinuous while t he yellow marbles are essentially continuous. The roar
bles have no secondary planar structures (except where axial plane 

fracture cleavage is incipiently developed in the Sandvatn and 787 
Folds). The schistosity of the schists passes round the fold closures. 

This is t he schistosit y-bedding relation described by RuTLAND from 
t he Sokumvatn area (1959, p. 313). 

In addit ion t o  t he evidence given above of folds earlier t han t ho se 

of t he Glaamaaga Complex there is further evidence in t he Sandvatn 
Fold. In its west limb t here are isoclinal minor folds in t he grey marble 

on the south side of the schist which are clearly folded. The refolding 
produces inflected isoclines and also U-shaped closed structures where 
late and early folds cross (Fig. 11. 2). Also in this zone of isoclinal folds 
and apparently where the folding folds are most acutely developed, 
rounded or elliptical closed outcrops appear within otherwise normal 
fold patterns (Fig. 11.1). The elliptical closed structures seem to pro
vide evidence of non-cylindroidal folding and movement of marble 
in constrained folds. This type of movement seems to have been im
portant on a minor fold scale in late deformation but does not seem to 
have been important on a major scale. RAMBERG (1959, p. 12 1) has 

described rat her similar forms as the result of uniaxial compressio n 

and has not ed t hat such st ruct ures are not uncommon in veined gneis
ses and migmat it es; t he latt er are rocks which perhaps were as ready 

to deform pla st ically as the marbles of the Sokumfjell Marble Gro up. 

The schists are usually poorly exposed, covered by their own de bris. 
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Fig. 11. Structures of the Sokumfjell Marble Group. l. Closed structures in 

grey marble, south of major western member of the Glaamaaga Complex. 2. 

Folded isoclinal fold, west limb of major western member of the Glaamaaga 

Complex. 3. Closed structure, yellow marble, west side of Fiskvatn. 4. Fold 

of schist and adjacent grey marble, crenulation cleavage marked in schist, west 

limb of major western member of the Glaamaaga Complex. 5. Deformed frac

ture cleavage, east side of hill 819. 6. Folds of north-south axis, yellow marble, 

west side of hill 819. 
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The most easily examined folds are those 

affecting the margins of the schists and the 

adjacent marble (Fig. 11.4). Such folds bend 

the schistosity and are acco mpanied by many 

microfolds, of bedding and schistosity. Within 

the schist, however, minor folds with a pene
trative axial plane schistosity are not uncom

monly found. Their attitude is very variable 

and frequently they are obviously fo lded. 
These folded folds also seem to be earlier than 
the Glaamaaga Complex. 

The quartzite-pelite series of the southern 
margin of the Sokumfjell Marble Group is 

folded in dextral easterly plunging folds of 
bedding and schistosity. These folds are ap

parently coeval with those of the outer zones 
of the Fonda! Synform, i. e. late folds in the 

context of the Southern Meloy Group. Such 

folds, although not always congruous with the 
Glaamaaga folds because of the extreme dis
harmony of the latter, seem to be of the same 

N 

A rs tad v.a t n Fold 

TTS 

. .  
. . 

Fig. 12. Equal area pro

j ections of structural da ta, 

Arstadvatn Fold. 

age. They are found in the quartzites, etc. , only where the series is 
parallel to the Southern MelOy Group. To the north where folding is 
present in horizons further away from the junction the folds are those 
of the Glaamaaga complex. 

The folds of the south east corner of the Marbles all seem to be 
coeval and form part of the south eastern closure of the Marbles be
tween Southern Meloy and Vegdal Groups. The 819 Fold is not so 
readily included in the Glaamaaga complex and this isolated schist unit 
may represent a closure separated from its limbs during earl y deforma
tion. The Arstadvatn Fold, not mentioned above, which seems to plunge 

south east is considered to be dextral and such vergence fits its positio n 
on the eastern side of the eastern Glaamaaga Synform (Fig. 12). 

Navervatn Complex. 
Dextral folds are found along the southern margin of the Marbles 

as far west as Nedre Navervatn where the Marble Group is folded in 

them as it turns over the outer pelites of the Southern Meloy Group 
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from the eastern dip of the south western marble prolongation. Al

though these folds have the right pattern on the map to be congruous 

with the Fondal Synform, since they plunge east and it plunges west 

they are in fact of the wrong vergence for a straight forward relation

ship (Fig. 4). There seems little doubt, however, that they are essenti

ally the same age. 
Fig. lO includes plots of structural data from the N avervatn Com

plex. The broad structure of this marble zone is best described from 

a traverse over it from north to south from Naveren to hill 806 (C 6). 
The northern quartzites, yellow marbles, etc., dip gently south under 
grey marbles. At first in the grey marbles few minor folds are found 
but they become increasingly common southwards. The folds are 

sinistral with almost horizontal axial planes (the marbles are well 
exposed on a bare hillside). All fold plunges are east-west (dominantly 
east) at low angles. There is a constant east-west lineation on marble 

outcrops and no sign of the folding of these folds, although isoclinal 
folds and closed structures infrequently are found within them, 
suggesting that they are folding earlier structures. 

As the hillside slope increases steeply towards the edge of the pe
lites of the Southern Meloy Group the grey marble is found to dose 
westwards, round and under a thin yellow marble which itself under

Hes and is folded with a series including kyanite-staurolite pelites and 
quartzites very closely resembling those of the marginal series. This 
synform of grey marble, yellow marble and quartzites, etc., plunges 
gently eastwards. The sinistral folds in its northern limb are congruous 
and homoaxial with the larger structure. The synform is overturned 
to the south and marbles come to overlie the synform of quartzites. 

The grey marble has a very much narrower outcrop on the south side 
of the Synform than on the north. This is a result both of the steeper 
dip on the south side and also to an absence of the many folds charac
teristic of the north limb. The grey marble may be followed to the 
shores of Navnløsvatn where it bends eastward and ends in a complex 

of minor closures. There seems no reason to believe that this end is 

not a fold closure bent by eastern plunging folds of the synform, i.e. 

a fold earlier than the synform. Quartzite and schist are not found on 
the same position on the north and south sides of the isoclinal fold 

of grey marble, and the series must, therefore, here also be disconti
nuous like the same lithologies further east. This isoclinal fold, how-
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ever, does allow the central quartzite series to be correlated with the 

marginal series to which all this material seems to belong. 

There are two outcrops of schists and quartzites (with some calc
schist) on either side of NavnlOsvatn and one between them on islands 
in the lake (D 6). The quartzites, etc., of the northern shore are in 
an antiform overturned to the north and plunging east. The rocks 
of the southern shore are in a synform overturned to the south and 

also plunging east. These two folds are therefore complementary and 
the easterly dipping rocks in the islands occur on their common limb. 

The Navnløsvatn quartzites etc., are thus arranged in a synform

antiform-synform set, from north west to south east, in the axial 
region of the Navervatn synform (Fig. 9). Knowledge of the rest of 
the Marbles suggests that these rocks belong to the marginal series 
although not now directly joined to them. 

Naveren Antiform. 

The Naveren Antiform has a simple outline (Fig. 7 ). The only inter
mediate scale fold on its southern limb has axial plane schistosity 
and plunges across the Navervatn Synform and apparently parallel 
to the supposed early minor isoclinal folds of the Western Meloy Group 

of Naveren. This sinistral fold dies out very quickly into the MelOy 

Group. It continues further into the Marbles but has only slight effect 

on the margin of the grey marbles of the Navervatn Synform core. 
Its vergence is proper to its position on the Antiform although its 
attitude and structures are not. A similar fold on the north limb of 
the Antiform has the same vergence, however, and both folds are 
considered to be earlier than the Antiform. 

There are several folds of intermediate scale on the crest of the 
Antiform (C 5). These folds again have their greatest amplitude in 
the marginal quartzite and pelite and produce very little effect on 
the Western Meloy Group. The folds have upright axial planes and 

plunge south easterly, with the schistosity of both the Marble and 
Meloy Group rocks passing round their closures. The Marble Group 
pelite of the N averen Antiform does not continue beyond the crest 
of the fold. The yellow marble above it, which like the pelite may be 

traced south westwards to the shore of Nedre Navervatn, also ends 

here and the grey marbles which lie below the schist and above the 
yellow marble converge. (The schists of the Marbles are frequently dis-
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continuous and schist is present in the Ruffen Synform which may be 
in an equivalent position.) Much of the discontinuity in the east, in 
the Glaamaaga Complex, is the result of the later folding. This may 
also be so on the western margin although earlier folding is probably 

also partly responsible. 
The N averen Ant iform itself is disharmonic within the Marbles 

and does not seem to affect the fold trace of the Navervatn Synform 
with which it is probably contemporary. Two units of grey marble 
which show a northwards attenuation around the Antiform (Fig. 7) 
(D 6 )  seem to be isodinal folds although as the junctions of the grey 
marble are very irregular in detail because of very complex minor fol

ding the genuine plunge of these bodies is difficult to decide. It is 
surmised to be southerly which is the axis orientation of many of the 

minor folds in the crestal regions of these structures. The isodinal 
units of grey marble seem to be bent by the Antiform and thus earlier 

than it. The more easterly of the two structures seems to be continuous 
with the area of grey marble in the Ruffen Synform. (Where grey 

marble units have a narrow outcrop they are difficult to follow and 

easily confused with less impure layers of the adjacent yellow marbles). 

The Ruffen Synform. 
The Ruffen Synform is also a disharmonic structure and little 

sign of it can be found east beyond the grey marbles of its core. It 
contains within it folded isodinal folds of earlier generation and also 
dosed outcrops of grey marble which may owe their form to the folding 
of earlier folds. 

The area of grey marbles in the core of the Synform is well ex
posed (D 4). At the west end its exposure on a steep hill gives large 
scale evidence of an easterly plunge confirming that provided by its 

dependent minor folds. Both limbs of the Synform here dip steeply 
north. The grey marbles of the core gradually widen eastwards down 
the plunge only to dose abruptly with yellow marble on top of them. 

The grey marbles thus have the same yellow marbles underneath them 
to the west as overlie them to the east; the "Synform" here doses 

upwards as well as downwards. 

Fig. 10 shows that the plunge data collected from the Ruffen Mar
bles is dominantly from eastward plunging folds. There is no evidence 

here of the presence of earlier folds on north-south axes. The Ruffen 
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Synform is, however, an acutely developed structure like some of the 

minor folds of the Glaamaaga Complex in which closed outcrops are 
found. In these small examples, like the Ruffen structure, an easterly 
plunge direction is dominant. In one case from the Glaamaaga Com
plex there is evidence from adjacent exposures of the refolding of 
earlier isoclinal folds suggesting that such closed structures are pro
duced by the interference of folds whose axial planes and axes lie 
across one another. The Ruffen structure may have formed in the 
same way although the detailed evidence to show that this was so 

is not available. Supposed early structures on a large scale have been 
mapped only in grey marble. They are probably also present in the 
yellow marbles of the more central parts of the Marble Group where 
folded structures on a minor scale are very common and where the 
presence of similar structures of considerably greater size is probable. 

Relations amongst the folds of the Sokumfjell Marble Group. 

The folds of the Marble Group in the Navervatn-Storglomvatn 
area have been divided into two classes. The earlier dass is recognized 
partly on large scale refolding, especially round the Naveren Antiform 
and partly on the widespread occurrence on a minor scale of the out
crop patterns which seem to reflect the mutual interference of folds 
of different age. 

The fold traces of Marble Group structures are shown in Fig. 9. 
There are two important relationships. Firstly, some folds die out 
before crossing others which lie at an angle to them, e.g. the Naveren 
Antiform, and secondly, the traces of the other major folds converge 
north east of Arstadvatn. The folds whose traces converge run from 
the other three corners of the Group in the Navervatn-Storglomvatn 
area. All the traces of major folds are sinuous but that of the Fiskvatn 
-Ruffen antiformal fold is especially noteworthy as it curves parallel 
to the margin of the Harefjell Gneissic Group in the core of the Sokum
vatn Synform. None of the other major folds have traces which have 
such an apparently simple relation to the Synform although all the 
folds are considered to be contemporary. The Sokumfjell Fold also 
has a fold trace curving round the Sokumvatn Synform and it is 
inferred (RuTLAND, 1959, p. 309) from this and other evidence to be 
older than the Synform. In the southern part of the Marbles it is not 
possible to describe the general synformal arrangement independently 
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of the major folds of Fig. 9. As stated above, they seem to be coeval 
folds and contemporary with the Synform. If it is accepted that the 
Sokumfjell Fold is older than the Synform, then if the southern folds 
are coeval with the Synform they are younger than the Sokumfjell 
Fold which, however, they resemble in many ways. For example all 
have schistosity round their closure. 

If the southern folds are coeval with the Sokumfjell Fold then it 
seems that the Synformal arrangement is younger than they are, a 
difficult result to accept in the south. If, as a third alternative, they 
are accepted as coeval with the Synform and more or less contemporary 
with the Sokumfjell Fold then it is difficult to accept Rutland's corre
lation of the folds within the Harefjell Gneissic Group and the Sokum
fjell Fold; a correlation that otherwise seems very reasonable. The 
only arrangement which seems to suit both areas is to have the south
em folds, Glaamaaga, Navervatn, etc., as coeval with the Synform 
in the south but have no Synform developing in the north until the 
Sokumfjell Fold had formed and the Harefjell Gneissic Group had 
been emplaced. This explanation would combine in part the so-called 
southern second and third fold episodes. In this way the northern re
fold of the Rebenfjell Fold might be only very little younger than the 
Rebenfjell Fold itself. 

The marked disharmony of man y of the folds and the varying strike 
and dip of axial planes make fold correlation and distinction difficult. 
As all the major schist folds recognized in the Group have schistosity 
passing round their closures with bedding, no distinction is possible 
on bedding-schistosity relations. In addition fold development seems 
to have been easy in the marbles so that very acute structures readily 
developed and separation of folds of different age on differences of 
style is very difficult. 

Not only do the apparently contemporary major folds of the Marbles 
differ (and vary) in axial plane attitude but their axes have different 
orientations. The Navervatn Synform, for example, clearly plunges 
very gently eastwards, like the Naveren Antiform and Ruffen Syn

form. These last two folds, however, die out eastwards while the Naver
vatn Synform swings north easterly. In the central regions of the Group 
through which this fold seems to pass minor folds have a dominantly 
eastward plunge. Similarly the northern Ruffen Antiform which is 
confluent with the Fiskvatn Fold across the Group plunges east, but 
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the plunge changes to south east in the Fiskvatn structure. The folds 

of the Glaamaaga complex all have surface indications of easterly 
p lunge, essentially down the axial plane, in con trast to the N avervatn 
Synform which plunges obliquely along its axial plane. Finally many 
of these structures have different plunges from the overall Synform 

which is supposed to contain them and which is supposed to have 
developed with them. 

The Marble Group seems to have deformed disharmonically 
amongst its neighbouring groups and in at least the later folding, dif
ferent parts of the Group show effects which are predominantly de
pendent upon the nearest neighbour, all these effects merging in the 
central regions. Folds die out to the east to become parallel to the Veg
dal Group boundary which may represent a discontinuity of regional 
importance. 

VEGDAL GROUP. 

I ntroduction. 

The Vegdal Group (Fig. 9) occurs on the east side of the Navervatn 
-Storglomvatn area. To the north east it conformably overlies the 
Sokumfjell Marble Group while to the south east beyond the southern 
end of the Glaamaaga Fold it conformably overlies the Southern Meloy 
Group. Its westward margin with these two groups always dips 
eastwards on a north-south strike except in a very few places where 
the Vegdal Group is folded with the Sokumfjell Marble and Southern 
Meloy Groups. 

The Vegdal Group, as defined here, is a small part of a wide series 
of pelitic schists and marbles lying on the eastern side of the Meloy 
and Sokumfjell Marble Groups. Where mapped they consist almost 
entirely of regularly and finely layered phyllites, often garnetiferous 
with subordinate marbles and impersistent quartzites. The phyllites 
frequently contain calcite and the marbles grade gradually, both 
across and along the strike into phyllite. There is no evidence of the 
stratigraphic position of the group although it may be post-Cambrian. 

Early Folds. 

The Vegdal phyllites have a well developed schistosity which is 
parallel to the axial planes of easterly plunging minor isoclinal folds. 
There is a conspicuous lineation produced on either bedding or schi-
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stosity by the intersection of these structures. No early folds with an 
amplitude greater than about 20m were found and it seems that 
there is a genuine absence of them for although mapping was not 
intensive the Group is well exposed (except where covered by snow) 
and areas of outcrops are big enough to reveal larger isoclinal folds. 

Fold plunges are all down the dip of the schistosity and bedding. 
This condition is like that of some of the early folds of the Southern 
Meloy Group. An eastern plunge is characteristic of the whole out
crop from Arstadvatn to Istind. 

To the south, near Istind in the eastern half of Svartisen, early 
structures are difficult to recognize as there has been considerable 
subsequent neocrystallization associated with the development of 
the Istind "Granite". The Granite is a porphyroblastic microcline 
migmatite and underlies most of east Svartisen. It is developed exclu
sively in the Vegdal Group, appearing first as streaks of granite in 
schist which grade into schist with microcline porphyroblasts. Further 
south the "Granite" is more homogeneous and contains isolated 
streaks of schist, still parallel with that of the country rock (Plate 2 .l). 

The Istind Migmatite is thus quite different from the Svartisen Gneiss 
and seems to have been a product of Caledonian granitization of this 
part of the Vegdal Group. The growth of the microcline porphyroblasts 

of this rock was after the early folding and the crystals were deformed 
during the later movements. 

The Vegdal Group contains several marble horizons one of which 
may be mapped from the north side of the Glaamaaga to the western 
edges of Svartisen. To the south it becomes increasingly near another 
important marble horizon until they finally run together in a snow 
filled gully on the margin of the ice cap (the actual junction of the 
marbles is under perennial snow). The second marble appears to be 
continuous under the ice with the marble of Graataadalen (Fig. 1) . 

The western marble and the Graataadalen marble increasingly diverge 
to the north until at the Glaamaaga they are over 3 kms apart. It 
seems very likely that the two marbles form the limbs of an isoclinal 
fold which is probably of early formation as there is no evidence of 
large scale folding of the schistosity near the point where the two 
marbles join. Over the whole of the Vegdal Group, bedding and schi
stosity are dose together, and in thin section, because bedding cannot 
be defined with great clarity, often they cannot be separated. 
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The western margin of the Vegdal Group lies parallel to the bed
ding of the Sokumfjell Marble Group until the southern closure of the 
Glaamaaga Fold is reached. South of this point the Vegdal Group 
margin lies parallel to the bedding of the Southern Meloy Group. 
Wherever examined the layering of the Vegdal Group is also parallel 
with the margins of the Groups although the Group does not have the 
same series of rocks against the junction throughout its 20 km north
south extent. The differences are, however, as far as is known, merely 
the absence of a metre thick marble or an equally thin quartzite and 
do not necessarily imply any large scale discordance. 

Late Folds. 

The Vegdal Group is folded in post-schistosity minor folds asso
ciated with the outer zones of the Fondal Synform. This dates the 
conjunction of the two groups as earlier than these late minor folds. 

The schistosity of the V egdal Gro up is microfolded over a wide area 
but minor folds of the schistosity and bedding have not been found 
except on the margin of the Group. The microfolds plunge east down 
the dip of the schistosity and bedding. They are always open folds 
with their axial planes about vertical and striking east-west. The 
microfolds are later than almost all the mineral growth; the only 
species which may be later is chlorite in aggregates replacing amphibole 
and other minerals. Since the micas of microfolds are not bent then 
the folding must have been accompanied by recrystallization. Por
phyroblastic garnets contain rectilinear trails which although parallel 
to the general attitude of the layering and schistosity of the enclosing 
rock are not confluent with them, as the rock has been deformed about 
the solid porphyroblasts. The late deformation of the Vegdal Group is 
thus extensively developed over its outcrop and shows no concentra
tion in particular zones. It is never intensive and no new planar struc
tures are developed. 

Summary. 

The major problem of the Vegdal Group geology with which we 

are concerned here is its relation to the Groups lying to the west of it.. 
The information may be summarized as follows. The Vegdal Group 
lies on the eastern side of the Sokumfjell Marble Group which doses. 
to the south in the Glaamaaga Fold. Its western edge is parallel to 
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the bedding of the Marbles. The Vegdal Group is absent on the west 
side of the Glaamaaga Fold. On the east side of this fold it passes 
south beyond the closure and lies parallel to the bedding of the South
em Meloy Group which further north lies on the west side of the 
Glaamaaga Fold. In the areas described here there is no evidence of 
bedding mapping into the contact between either the Sokumfjell 
Marble Group or Southern Meloy Group and the Vegdal Group. It 
seems certain that the bedding of the Marble Group and MelOy Group 
are parallel to the contact although there are minor differences in the 
succession in the Vegdal Group east of its margin. As the group is 
otherwise so uniform in lithology it is not possible to judge whether 
these differences are important. The Vegdal Group is folded in late 
folds with both the Southern Meloy and Sokumfjell Marble Group. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. 

Folding of the Navervatn-Storglomvatn rocks is characteristically 
disharmonic. In man y ways the constituent Groups are to be considered 
as separate structual units. 

The Southern MelOy Group has the most easily interpreted struc
tures as there is excellent evidence o{ refolding and minor folds of 
each of the two main episodes may be correlated with major structures. 
The axial plane schistosity of the earlier folds is bent by the later 
folds which apparently have variations in attitude unrelated to re
folding. The later folds involve both granitic gneisses and Meloy Group 
and structures analogous to the early schist folds are present in the 
gne1sses. 

The Southern Meloy Group has late folds which are shared with the 
Sokumfjell Marble Group. They seem to be contemporary with the 
major folds of the Marble Group in which schistosity follows bedding 
around fold closures. In the Marble Group there are closures of grey 
marble lying round the Navervatn Synform, etc., which may be 
earlier and folded isoclinal folds. The grey marble in the Ruffen Syn
form doses down plunge and closed structures and obvious inter
ference structures are widespread in the Marbles and occur on all scales 

from minor to major. They seem to be the product of refolding. 
The overall structure of the Marble Group in the Navervatn-Stor

glomvatn area is apparently a synform and most of the major struc
tures of the Group seem to be coeval with the Synform. The synformal 
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southern part of the Sokumfjell Marble Group is separated from the 

similarly synformal northern part of the Sokumvatn area (RuTLAND, 

1959) by a zone of culmination lying almost completely across the 
Group. This culmination, across which the sheet dip of the marbles 
changes, is continuous from the Ruffen Folds into the Fiskvatn Fold. 
Although the fold trace of this set of folds lies across the synform and 
curves round it it cannot be proven to be later and seems in fact to be 
coeval with it. North of the culmination, folds which in most ways are 
very similar to those in the southern part of the Group are apparently 
folded by the (Sokumvatn) Synform. This refolding makes correlation 

of the major folds of the two parts of the Group difficult, especially 
as closed structures and man y of the interference patterns are unknown 
from the Sokumvatn area. 

The presumed late folds of the Sokumfjell Marble Group fold the 
Western Meloy Group (the Ruffen folds, etc. ) .  Unfortunately these 
folds are strongly disharmonic, or, like the Navervatn Synform, turn 
into parallelism with the structures of the Western Mel6y Group so 
that there is no direct evidence of their relation to the major structure 
of that Group. This major structure, the Rebenfjell Fold, and its 
companion, the Fykan Gneiss Fold, have schistosity round their 
closures. No earlier major structures are known from the Group al
though minor structures, isoclinal and with axial plane schistosity 
are known, which may be earlier. Again, there is unfortunately no 
refolding to give direct evidence of the relation of these folds to the 
Rebenfjell Fold. To the north, beyond the Navervatn-Storglomvatn 
area, the Rebenfjell Fold is apparently folded. If the isoclinal minor 
folds are taken to represent a separate phase of folding then three 
phases seem to be necessary here. 

The margin of Vegdal Group with both the Sokumfjell Marble 
Group and Southern Meloy Group is bent in folds which formed late 
in the structural history of these groups. Within the Vegdal Group 
microfolding of the schistosity is the only widespread late fold effect; 
no major structures of this age were mapped in it. Minor scale earlier 
folds are common and there is also a very large structure, inferred to be 
early, which involves the whole of the mapped area of Vegdal Group. 

No supposed early fold involves two groups although they are 
known from the Gneisses (Svartisen and Glomfjord) as well as the 
Southern Meloy and Sokumfjell Marble Group. Later deformation 
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folds all the Groups together. The Marble Group contains the most 
complex pattern of structures, perhaps an adjustment to those of 

other groups. 
The Vegdal Group boundary with Marble Group and MelOy Group 

has been noted from Skjerstadfjord to Langvatn. Over this distance 
it separates a characteristic and varied Meloy assemblage enclosing 
granitic gneisses from an eastern series of more uniformly pelitic 
schists without such gneisses. (This second unit contains the sedimen
tary iron ores of Nordland). Beyond the eastern limit of the Vegdal 
Group unit on the northern edge of the Nasafjell Massif gneisses 
are again found like those in the west (STEENKEN, 1956). This gneissic 
area is usually described as basement and it may well be that the 
MelOy Group-Gneiss assemblage also represents the base of the geo
syncline. The Vegdal Group, etc., lie in a late synformal tract between 
antiformal zones along the coast and on the Norwegian-Swedish bor
der. This interpretation would split the rocks of the so-called Rodings
fjall Nappe (KuLLING, 1955) into two of which only the Vegdal part 
might be genuinely allochthonous. 
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PLATE I 

l. Folded isoclinal fold, psammites, Southern Meli:iy Group. North side of 853 

Fold. 2. Closed structure, impure marble. 3. Closure of 787 Fold with folded 

isocline left of cairn, Sokumfjell Marble Group. 4. Fracture cleavage of impure 

marble layers passing between two granite bodies, Sokumfjell Marble Group, 

hill 819. 



PLATE I 



PLATE Il 

l. Irregular junction of Istind Migmatite and Vegdal schists, south side of hill 

1202, east side of Glaamdalen. 2. Isoclinal fold in Svartisen Gneiss, Breitind, 

west side of Glaamdalen. 3. Bent mica and granulated quartz, N. 202, Kji:ilfjell 

Antiform. 4. Closure of psammite fold with axial plane schistosity, steeply 

plunging isoclinal fold, north side of 853 Fold. 
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